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No attached data sources. Code: $wmi_result = Get-WmiObject -class Win32_Volume -namespace root\cimv2
-ComputerName $computer $wmi_result $wmi_result | Select-Object * $wmi_result | Where {$_.DriveLetter -ne $null} | select-
object -ExpandProperty Directory $wmi_result | Select-Object * $wmi_result | Where {$_.DriveLetter -ne $null} | select-object

-ExpandProperty Directory $wmi_result | Select-Object * $wmi_result | Where {$_.DriveLetter -ne $null} | select-object
-ExpandProperty Directory $wmi_result | Select-Object * $wmi_result | Where {$_.DriveLetter -ne $null} | select-object
-ExpandProperty Directory $wmi_result | Select-Object * $wmi_result | Where {$_.DriveLetter -ne $null} | select-object

-ExpandProperty Directory Output: Directory
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. Input description Inputs are written in ASCII characters (these letters and digits: a-z, A-Z, 0-9) and their space or newline
characters. There should be no tabs or newlines at the beginning of the input. Input ends at the end of the last line of the input.

Output format is similar to the second question, where one line prints the textual representation of a printed version of the input
(except without the horizontal margins). For input of exactly one line, input should be terminated with a newline. Otherwise

input ends at any other kind of line break. Input format is just like the second question, where the first line begins with a
number that indicates the number of words. The number of words is not known a priori. Input may be a string containing lower-
case or upper-case letters (as in the second question), or the input may be unbroken lower case. (The difference between lower-

case and upper-case is just a cosmetic change, I only report on lower-case here.) In the first question, output lines are all the
same length and print the same textual representation of the input; in the second question, output lines vary in length. Inputs The

inputs start with a given positive integer N. (N is not known a priori.) The inputs are then followed by N lower-case letters.
There is a single instance of each input character, even when it is represented by multiple characters in the input (e.g., the input

"wqw qww" is written "qw wqw qww"). So a typical input consists of a string of lower case letters, a number of lines, and a
newline. Input lines are guaranteed to be at most 100 characters long. The inputs are defined only by the sequence of letters, not

by the way the letters are printed. An input might be unbroken or broken by one or more spaces, tabs, or newlines at any
arbitrary place within the input. Examples Input: 8 a a b a a b Input: 7 w a w b Input: 6 8 a a b a a b Input: 5 t y u e A
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